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[Book I.

Jºlº -jºº

1930

2%.

(TA.) You say,

*...*

& 2

* 2°z;

Jº- arºji [I alighted, or took up his abode, outside the city:
comp. *u. Hence, Jºuſ jeu, and jau,

came to him at the point of midday in summer;
&c.]: and sº 23 Auš &- [nhen the sun

had become high, and the shade had almost dis

2.É. ;

and another signification of Jsu
º
-

all of which see

:

for

[...A. Made

apparent, &c. — And hence, as
but the former more commonly,
applied to a noun, Explicit; and, elliptically,

also

"Jelg,

an explicit noun; opposed to 3.4%

-

and

3-4 (a

-

jº, third quarter. — [Also The

appeared: so expl; in art. A55]. ($, O.) And eacternal, outnard, or eactrinsic, state, condition, concealed noun, i.e. a pronoun); and to 2. (a

à:k) &- 3. sº Stay

thou until the midday or circumstances, of a man: and the outnard, or noun of vague signification).]

heat shall have become assuaged, and the air be cool.
apparent, character, or disposition of the nind;
(L in art. 2-3.) And hence, in a trad. of 'Omar, opposed to Jetſ'.] – One says also, AU, cy').3
when a man came to him complaining of gout in º Jé Such a one has the ascendancy, Or

3.4% Possessing camels for riding or for carry
ing goods; pl. Óººl... (§, K, TA)= And
A camel made to smeat by the 5,1% [or celement

the feet, he said, jºin 4:34, meaning Take mastery, over such a one; is conqueror of him,
(Sgh, K, TA.) And
thou to n'alking during the heat of the middays in or victorious over him. (TA.) And 2: 3. heat of midday in summer].
accord. to A5, one says, W 9.4% & Gül, In ean
summer. (TA.)
4. jau, This is a thing, or an affair, that over
ing Such a one came to us in the time of the *
ãº One of the modes of seizing [and thron come, or overpowers, thee. (TA.) And 2: 3. [or midday in summer, &c.]: but accord. to
ing down] in nºrestling: or i, q. ãº: (K:) jau, * & This is an affair. which thºu has: A’Obeyd, others say 5.4, without teshdeed;
the tristing one's leg with the leg of another in power to do. (TA.) [And Jºe Jºe jºu, * and this is the proper form: ..(S:) or both mean,
the manner that is termed ajkº, and so thron He is a conqueror, a minner, an achiever, or an
in the time of the 24. (O.)
5.3 , ,
ing him don'n : one says, jºin 3. and attainer, of such a thing : see an ex. Voce -je,
See 5.4, near the end of the paragraph.
near the end..] And jaua, is one of the names
by
down
him
threw
ãº [He seized him and
of God, meaning The Ascendant, or Predominant,
the trick above described]; both signify the same: over all things: or, as some say, He who is known jºke: see 3.44.
(ISh, O :) or iº signifies the throning one by inference of the mind from what appears to
3×º pass part. n. of 3.9 ſq. v.]. – See also
donºn upon the back. (Ibn-Abbād, O, K.) –
mankind of the effects of his actions and his
And (hence, as being likened thereto, TA) f A attributes. (IAth,
T.A.) – §au, 93. 4-1 *.
certain mode, or manner, of compressing, or means f His nant is in thine estimation ſan object
5

* >

6w ~ *

5

6

coitus (o, K, TA)— And jºin & He

of contempt, or neglect, as thºugh ca: behind

the

bound his hands behind his back. (Ibn-Buzurj, back. (O,”TA.)- 9 AU, o!,5: see Jyle, towards
O, K, TA.)
the end of the paragraph. =}sº it. Sheep, or
goats, that come to the water etery day at noon.
erotoric; and hence, appearing, apparent, overt, (TA.)
open, perceptible or perceived, manifest, conspi
§au, as a subst. ; and its pl. Alsº : See jº,
cuous, ostensible, plain, or evident : in all these
in four places, in the third quarter ofthe paragraph.
senses] contr. of &#9 (S, K, TA:) and so
[Hence,) Alsº Jº; Those, of Kureysh, that
"...º. (TA.) [Hence, ºu, Outnardly, &c.: drell in the exterior of Mekheh, (O,) upon the

- © .

-

Quasi 2315
3. 2503, occurring in a trad.
o

-

-

forºus :

see 3 in

º

art. Jus.

jau, [Outnard, eacterior, eacternal, extrinsic, or

and apparently; &c.; and yºu'll Jº in appear mountains thereof, (K,” TA,) or upon the higher
ance. And 34 ºf Jauj It appears, or it parts of Mekheh : (TA:) those who dwell in the
Jºš; (O,” TA;)
seems, or n:hat seems to ie the case is, that it is lower parts are called
so, or thus. And 33- jau, for 13é as sus, and these are the more honourable, (O, TA,”)
meaning A person, or thing, in whom, of in because they are neighbours of the House of
rehich, such a quality is apparent, or manifest, God. (O.)- See also 3,\lº. = And see Jººls.
&c.: see an ex. in a verse cited in the first para = Also The coming of camels, (S, O, K, TA)
graph of art. Jale.] See also 3.44. – [Hence and of sheep or goats, (TA,) to the water every

cuº

-35),
1.

4,4 * He came driving him

arcay; as

also ºth. (Ibn-Abbād, o, K.)
Jus: see what follows, in three places.
---

*:3)

-
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and W tºuae

-

(S, O, K) i.e.

[He took him, or laid hold upon him, by the skin

of his neck : (O, K.) or a:3, -** 3- and

* @us, i.e. [he laid hold upon] the whole of his
neck: or the pendent hair in the hollow of the
back of his neck : (M:) i. q. º ** [&c.].
(S. [See more voce -º-º: and see Jº, last

sentence.) And 2:3, 3,4 &#53 (In Alba,

day, at noon. (S, O, K, TA.) One says, of
[and of sheep or goats,) àsual s95 [They O, K) and "tºuš, (K) and tâ -5,-i, (Ibn
TA) that fills its cavity. (TA)— And 3. camels,
come to the water every day, at noon]; and Sh Abbād, O,) I left him alone. (Ibn-Abbād, O, K.)
§e 4. jau, 2. f This is a thing, or an affair,
[And -i. sº tº He hardly escaped. (Frey
of n:hich the disgrace is remote from thee : (S, says that they return from the water at the *.
(TA.) And §sus Jº Jºº. The horse drank tag from the Deewan of the Hudhalees.)]
TA:) or does not cleave to thee. (TA.) And
every day, at noon. (TA) J.J. §su% [The
4. jau, * 3. f This is a vice, or fault, that coming to the nºater at noon on alternate days] is
s”
does not cleare to thee. (A.) A poet says,
also,

ãºus &:

A prominent eye; (S, O, K,

for sheep or goats; scarcely ever, or never, for
(namely, Kutheiyir, accord. to a copy of the S,
2. i-ſº <!: and tº… I made [or nºrote]
camels; and is a little shorter [in the interval]
or Aboo-Dhu-eyb, TA,).
a beautiful J5. (M,” TA.)
(O, T.A.)
than what is called [simply]
•2 … •
* *
w? •
2& 3
ãº, also pronounced U3, (TA,) A letter peculiar
*! Lº! Jººls!" (ºr ex
3.4% i. q. 34. [i. e. A place of ascent, or a to the Arabic language [i.e. the letter 13]: (Kh,
place to which one ascends]; (O, K; in some T, TA,
tº 44, suº & Ali,
&c.:) masc. and fem.: as masc., its pl.
copies of the latter of which, both words are
1 [And the slanderers taunted her with the fact of erroneously written with damm to the Le; TA;) is ºf; and as ſem, ºu. (TA. (see art. B.])
my loving her; but that is a fault of n!hich the and isºs [as meaning a degree, grade, rank,
disgrace is remote from thee]. ($, TA.) – condition, or station, or an eacalted, or a high,
Quasi Jºls
Lauil also signifies The outside, or eacterior, grade, &c.]: (O:) used by En-Nábighah El • 1.
f.
*21,
jº, for jº: see the latter, in art. Jus.
of a thing. You say, iº9 J| *u. Jº He Jagdee as meaning Paradise. (O, TA.)
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